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PREFACE

T

Hese Annotated Renderings of half the passages in our Manual are published in the hope that teachers may find them useful. The versions offered are in their present form the result of long discussion with students and friends. The notes contain brief explanations, possible variants, and quotations in support of the rendering preferred. These quotations are drawn so far as possible from books which our students are likely to have read, and many seem necessary for self-defence. It is idle to say that such or such phrase is ‘not French’ when it is shown to occur, with the meaning required, in standard French authors.

To illustrate varying methods, several friends have kindly contributed the versions which appear above their initials. We would express again here our thanks to our collaborators, in particular to Mr Berthon, who since the publication of the Manual has taken an active interest in our work, and has frequently suggested improvements on our versions, all of which he has read in proof.

We are also much indebted to Miss J. J. Milne and Mr de Satgé for kindly revising the proofs.

R. L. G. R.
J. M. M.

June 1921.
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LIST OF PASSAGES SELECTED

I       XXIX       LXXIV       CXLV  
II      XXX        LXXV       CXLVIII  
III     XXXI       LXXVIII     CXLIX  
IV      XXXIV      LXXXII      CL   
V       XXXV       LXXXIII     CLI   
VI      XXXVI      LXXXV       CLI   
VII     XXXVII     LXXXVI      CLV   
VIII    XL         LXXXVII     CLV    
IX      XLI        LXXXIX      CLVI   
X       XI         XCI         CLXII  
XII     XLII       XCII        CLXVIII  
XIII    XLII       XCV        CLXIX   
XIV     XLIII      CII         CLXX   
XV      LI         CIII        CLXI   
XVI     LII        CIX         CLXX  
XVII    LVI        CXII        CLXXII  
XVIII   LVII       CXIV        CLXXVI  
XIX     LX         CVI         CLXXVIII  
XX      LXII       CVII        CLXXXIX  
XXII    LXIII      CVIII       CXLIV  
XXIII   LXVI       CXXV        CXCI  
XXIV    LXVIII     CXXVII      CXCIV  
XXV     LXIX       CXX         CXCV  
XXVI    LXXII      CXXXIII     CXCVI  
XXVII   LXXIII     CXXXIX      CXCVIII
PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS USED

cp.: compare.

*Dict. gén.*: Hatzfeld, Darmesteter et Thomas, *Dictionnaire général de la Langue française.*

*l. c.* and *loc. cit.*: *locus citatus*, passage quoted (above).

*o. c.* and *op. cit.*: *opus citatum*, work quoted (above).

L.: Littré, *Dictionnaire de la Langue française.*

Lat.: Latin.

N.L. and *Nouv. Lar.*: *Nouveau Larousse Illustré.*
‘F.P.’: *French Prose from Calvin to Anatole France* (Dent).

sb.: substantive.

s. v.: *sub voce.*


var.: variant(s).

vb.: verb.

=: equivalent to.

): (as contrasted with.

N.B. *Erroneous renderings are shown by double inverted commas.*